
Door sign transparenz TNT
  The innovative glass clamping function reduces the 

installation intervention in the building structure.
 

TNTFG 1515 S TNTFG 1515 S TNTFG 1515 S TNTFG 1515 S

TNT        describes the 

transparenz door sign

TNTW    with interchangeable slider

FG         Float glass 

K           Crystal clear acrylic 

G           Glass look acrylic 

15         Height in cm

15         Width in cm

S         Silver anodized

L         Lacquered 

 Article description Surface material Size System profile color

Compared to the classic glass signs 

with four fastening screws, the signs 

in the System transparenz impress 

with their concealed fastening. They 

give the inscription area a transpa-

rent, floating appearance, which is 

the special appeal of the glass signs. 

Dimensions:

(On the example shown TNT 1515 S)

n  the nominal dimension is 150 x 150 mm (height x width)

n  The glass pane has a dimension of 136 x 149 mm, of which 

120 x 149 mm (height x width) remain visible.

n  The retaining profiles are shorter by the thickness of the glass 

facet and thus have a length of 148 mm.

n   The clamping area between the profiles is 8.6 mm, minus any 

adhesive layers, this leaves a glass thickness of 7.8 to 8.2 mm. 

Thinner materials are also held with compensating shims.

n  The wall distance was deliberately kept flat at 4 mm. It can be 

individually increased with additional spacer material.

TNT 1515 TNT 1518150

Data 
in mm

 150

Standard sizes

TNT 2215 TNT 1621

150

 180

220

 150

A5 high
A5 cross

 210

160

The profile lengths of the glass holders 

are based on the use of DIN paper 

formats in the flexible version. For 

reasons of uniformity, these dimensions 

were also used as standard for the other 

signs in the system.

Also available with integrated inter-

changeable slider glued to the door plate, 

which convinces with a simple function. 
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In addition to the flexible use of the sandwich clip version, the same formats can also be equipped with printed solid glass plate for permanent information. 

Toilets and tea kitchens retain their assigned task and therefore also require only a simple glass clip. In this case, the panes are not permanently glued in the 

profile, so they can be replaced. The small formats are not only used as door signs. They can also be used to discreetly convey simple pictogram information, floor 

numbers and explanations of works of art. In addition to the glass surface, the profile is also available for lettering. This aluminum surface is particularly suitable 

for the application of information in Braille or pyramid lettering.

Door sign transparenz TNT
  Transparent floating information 

convey lasting elegance.
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